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1. INTRODUCTION
In the period of 01.01.2016 ‐ 07.03.2016 the team of Transparency International
Macedonia has evaluated approximate expenditures.
Due the change of the date of the elections the calendar of party activities has changed.
This affected the duration of the monitoring and the project has been extended to until
end of June 2016.

2. THE EXTENSION OF THE MONITORING PROCESS
2.1. CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES

Due the change of the date of the previously announced elections (24.04.2016) the
Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia on 23.02.2016 has announced the decision for
delay of the elections for the 05. June 2016.
Following the previous amendments in the Electoral Code, the AAAMS adopted a new
Decision for the paid political advertising in the broadcasting of the political campaign in
electronic media, newspapers and the web sites. The date for ban on the paid political
advertising has been also changed for 27.02.2016.

Date
At earliest 07.03.2016 – at latest
07.04.2016
At earliest 09.03.2016 – at latest
15.05.2016
13.05.2016
16.05.2016
25.05.2016
04.06.2016
05.06.2016
11.06.2016

Activity
Announcing elections
A separate bank account
Announcing the participants of the list of the
candidates
Start of the election campaign
Financial report (incomes/outcomes)
End of the election campaign
Elections
Financial report (incomes/outcomes)
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2.2 COORDINATION OF THE MONITORING ACTIVITIES

Memorandum of cooperation was signed between the organizations on
11.02.2016 that conduct monitoring activities in the current pre‐electoral and electoral
process. Signatories of the Memorandum for cooperation were chairs and
representatives of the following CSO’s: Transparency International Macedonia,
MOST‐civil association, The Communication Studies Institute, CEA and the CIVIL‐Freedom
center. In this occasion the organizations announced their decision to coordinate their
activities and to exchange information to the highest possible extend in order to achieve
higher level of transparency and accountability by all stakeholders participating in the
pre‐election campaigns and active in preparations for participating in the elections.
 TI Macedonia and CEA provided training for the CSO’s members of the
“Platform to fight the corruption” on the topic “MONITORING OF THE PREELCTORAL
AND ELECTORAL BUDGET EXPENDITURES AND POLITICAL FINANCING.” This is an
additional activity dedicated to further extending CSO capacities in this area. The
training took a place in the Hotel Arka, on 10.02.2016, organized by the MCIC.
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3. INTENSIFIED POLITICAL PARTY ACTIVITY
In February 2016 there was noticeable increase of the political party activities through
the country. The party members had numerous field activities, press‐releases and media
statements. TI Macedonia with the local partners has observed the following actions:
 Continuous promotion of the Government projects, equating the
Government activities with the party activities by promoting the new projects in
education, new projects for young people, opening of the new employment projects,
new project for the enterprises, new projects in the health care.
 Increased party activity of SDSM (members meetings, debates, visit of
other towns and villages)
 Unauthentic profiles on the social media become a places for promotion
program
 Payed advertising campaign on social media (Facebook) continues (photos
1 & 2).
 Promoting the Government project on the political party web sites (photos
3, 4 & 5).
 Noticeable activities of the Albanian political parties DUI and DPA‐reform
movement and on the smaller Albanian parties (meetings with citizens, press‐releases)
(photo 6)
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Photo 1

]
Photo 2
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Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5
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Photo 6
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4. APPROXIMATE PROMOTIONAL EXPENDITURES OF THE POLITICAL PARTIES IN
THE PERIOD OF 01.01.2016 ‐ 07.03.2016
In the period of 01.01.2016 ‐ 07.03.2016 the team of Transparency International
Macedonia has noticed the following approximate expenditures of the political parties in
the monitored regions referring to:
1. Newly opened local offices;
2. Rallies;
3. Local meetings with citizens/visits;
4. Online advertising.
The applied monitoring clearly shows that the political parties SDSM and VMRO‐DPMNE
in this period have spent approximately 50.000,00 EUR, individually. The expenditures
are almost equally referring the rallies and the meetings with the citizens; while SDSM
spends more on online advertising, VMRO‐DPMNE spends more on opening of the new
local offices. DUI spends mostly on rallies and meetings with citizens. The new local
offices have not been opened by now. The expenditures in this monitoring period are
approximately 25.000,00 EUR. DPA and the other political parties have not shown any
noticeable activities in this period.
This data will be used in the further statistical processing of the expenditures of the
political parties in the pre‐electoral and electoral period.

Picture 1: The expenditures of the newly opened local offices
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Picture 2: Rallies expenditures

Picture 3: Expenditures on local meetings with citizens/visits

Picture 4: Online advertising expenditures
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5. MONITORING OF THE BUDGET EXPENDITURES IN THE PRE‐ELECTION AND
ELECTION PERIOD

Central Government
Monitoring central level budget expenditure
 There has been an increase in the total tax revenues, during the month of January
2016, compared with the usual monthly trends for the concerning period of the
year. However if the equal monthly execution of the budget is considered, the total
tax revenue execution rate for the month is 7,43% which is almost 1 percentage
points less than the balanced 8,33% (if the given budget line would be evenly
executed on a monthly basis, throughout the year).
 During the month of January 2016, the value added tax (VAT) revenues
increasing in terms of the monthly seasonal movement, and the execution of
budget item in the month is 8,76%, which is relatively high compared with
previous year in the same period (January 2015) when the execution rate of
concerning budget line has been 6,9%.

are
the
the
the

 In the month of January 2016 there is a noted decline in the execution rate of the
proceeds from the budget item Administrative fees and fines which is merely 5,6%,
a low percentage compared with the balanced monthly execution of 8,33% (if the
budget is evenly executed each month throughout the year).
 The budget deficit in the month of January 2016 is executed over the expected
balanced monthly execution (8,33%), with a rate of 8,9% of the total annual
budget. Compared with the monthly factors in the past periods there is no
significant increase of the budget deficit budget item, typical for this period of the
year.
 The issuance of Treasury bills, in January 2016, indicates an execution rate of
12,25% of the total annual budget, which is almost 4 percentage points above the
expected execution rate of the balanced monthly execution of 8,33%.
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 The execution rate of the budget item Foreign Loans for the month of January 2016
is only 2,02% of the annual plan. However, in the previous month (December 2015)
the foreign loans budget item is 16,77 billion denars, which only in the month of
December exceeded the planned annual budget multiple times, and the total
execution rate of this specific budget item for 2015 is 458% compared to the
annual budget plan.
 The capital expenditures in January 2016 mark an execution rate of merely 3,3% of
the planned annual 2016 budget, with a low however usual/seasonal pattern for
this period of the year and well below the monthly balanced execution of 8,33% if
evenly executed each month during the year.
 The central budget line Social transfers ‐ Pension and disability insurance fund
(PDIF) (which includes the retirement expenditures) in January 2016 notes a
significant increase compared with the usual monthly movement for this period of
the year and unlike the previous months, November and December 2015, when
there is an opposite significant lower expenditures compared with the
seasonal/monthly movement of the execution. The execution rate for January 2016
is 9.61% of the total annual budget plan, and significantly over the expected
monthly distribution of 8,33%. This is occurring as a result of the overdue arrears
payments to the private mandatory pension funds.
Announcements on the websites of the Government and selected budget users
 A significant portion of the total announcements concerning spending/expenditures
are published on the website of the Government of RM, while they are concerning
other budget users which are the implementers or holders of information, which
on the other hand are publishing any information on their web sites, hence the
forwarding and resending of the Requests for Access to Public Information (RAPI)
from one to another institution.
 Only 22% of the total number of announcements on the websites of the
Government of RM and the selected budget users, contain financial data on actual/
planned investments or for the posts which are announcing new investment.
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 Only 5% of the total
announcements
contain
analytical elaboration of the
planned
/
implemented
activities.
 A modest part of the
announcements
(approximately 10%) contain
information on the financial
sources
and
the
programs/strategies/plans
containing the announced or
implemented project/activity.
 The budget users are not disclosing sufficient information regarding their activities
on the websites. Despite the low number of the announcements, the content of
the announcements is modest in terms of content of quantitative and qualitative
data.
 Only 2 announcements/posts on the Government’s website and 3 announcements
on the web site of the Ministry of Finance contain analytical information within the
post, while the other budget users’ post do not contain essential data.
 Most of the announcements on all monitored websites are related to visits,
meetings and conferences of the government officials during the reporting period.

Local government expenditure monitoring
 During the month of February, there have been total of 97 operating and capital
expenditures, recorded in the reporting period in the twenty four municipalities,
with an initiated procedure for requesting for additional information.
 Based on the filed data form the local monitors, largest number of expenditures
have been noted in the municipalities of Ohrid, Gazi Baba (unlike the previous
period when there have been a low activity) and Strumica, while significant
lower number of expenditures have been identified in the dominantly rural and
smaller municipalities of Vrapchishte, Kratovo, Makedonski Brod and Chashka.
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 During the month of February almost three quarters of the identified
expenditures are capital expenditures. The major areas for investments
generating capital expenditures for the municipalities are for:
renovation/reconstruction of kindergartens, schools, and other educational
constructions, road reconstruction and renovation and reconstruction of water
and sewage network systems.
 Out of total of 97 recorded expenditures, 21 are for reconstruction of water and
sewage network systems, 36 for reconstruction of roads and streets, 12 for
renovation/reconstruction of schools/kindergartens/social homes and similar,
and 28 other areas.
 Out of the 24 monitored municipalities, in 20 there are officially submitted 54
requests of access to public information (RAPI) while in the other there was no
need for RAPI, nevertheless there is at least one expenditure recorded in each of
the monitored municipalities.
 In the municipalities of Ohrid, Kratovo, and Kavadarci, the requested information
are obtained without an official RAPI; for 37 recorded budget expenditures there
has been no need for official RAPI and the information/answers are obtained
through a field visit or contacting the responsible person through
telephone/email.
 Out of the total 97 recorded budget expenditures, for 49 there are wholesome or
partial information received through RAPI (13), or through a direct contact with
the municipality or the information are publicly available. For the remaining part
of the RAPI the answer are expected in the following period, until the deadline
for receiving an official information on the RAPI expires. During the month of
February there are 21 answers on RAPI out of the totally 46 submitted in the
same month.
 Only 35% of the recorded expenditures in February are contained/planned
within the Municipal programs, for 27% of the expenditures there is a municipal
council Decision, less than half (41%) are contained/planned in the budget
programs and the municipal plans. Only a modest 37% (18) of the expenditures
have been specifically contained in at least 2 documents.
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Table: Availability of documents which contain/plan the expenditure
#
#
expenditures % of total
expenditures % of total
in the
expenditures in the
expenditures
monitored
out of total
monitored
out of total of
Documents that
municipalities of 24
municipalities 49
support the
in January
expenditures in February
expenditures
expenditure
2016
January
2016
February
Planned within a
Strategy
2
8%
0
0%
Planned within a
Program
15
63%
17
35%
Planned within a
Budget Program
12
50%
20
41%
Council Decision
14
58%
13
27%
Planned in a
municipal plan
12
50%
12
24%
Expenditures
contained/planned
in all 5 documents
2
8%
0
0%
Expenditures
contained/planned
in at least 2
documents
16
67%
18
37%
Expenditures
contained/planned
in only 1 document
4
17%
7
14%

 Out of the obtained municipal quarterly reports on the budget execution for the
fourth quarter of 2015, eighteen of twenty‐four municipalities (reports obtained
by the end of February 2016) can be determined that: none of the municipalities
have executed the 2015 budget with over 90% of the planned/last revised
budget, most of the municipalities (7) executed over 80% of the total 2015
budget, 4 municipalities executed between 70% and 79% of the total 2015
budget, while the remaining executed the budget with a rate of below 69%.
 The implementation/execution of the total capital budget for 2015 according to
the obtained information for 18 municipalities is relatively small compared with
15

the planned budgets: none of the municipalities have executed the capital
budget for 2015 with 80% or more of planned/last revised budget, 3
municipalities implemented between 70% and 79% of the total capital budget, 2
municipalities implemented the 60% and 69% of the total capital budget for
2015, and only 5 municipalities executed between 50% and 59% of the total
capital budget for 2015, while the remaining 8 municipalities executed the
capital budget for 2015 with a rate of below 50%
 The execution rate of the total operating budget for 2015 (for 18 municipalities)
is substantially higher than the execution rate of the capital budget: 5
municipalities have implemented the operating budget for 2015 with a rate of
90% to 94% of the planned/last revised budget, 9 municipalities executed
between 80% and 89% of the total capital budget for 2015 and 4 municipalities
executed between 70% and 79% of the total capital budget for 2015.
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6. CORRESPONDENCE (FOLLOW UP)
Our teams are following up all the activities with letters request by the relevant
institutions in order to provide information for possible budget expenditures. We
present you the RAPI and their responses in the table below, where it is shown the
description of the events, the reference letters and the comments explaining if there has
been any budget expenditure. Note: Here are listed the letters that we have received in
February.
Event (announcement, Our
press release)
letter
no.

Reverse
letter
no.

Comment

Rehabilitation of HPP Vrutok
(CSO‐Tetovo)

0302‐400‐0
2‐01.02.20
16

03‐98/2‐08.
02.2016

Submitted doc. Of the
Municipality for 2016

Preparation of general
legislation of the residential
areas (Kalishte, Lomnice,
Gjurgjevishte and Pozharane).

0303‐382‐1
‐26.01.201
6

03260/1‐05
.02.2016

Program F1, financial realization,
budget item 425, sub‐item
425640, from the Public
procurement plan for 2016. The
procedure is progress, the
Contract has not been signed
yet, therefore there has not
been any payment.

Preparation of the projects in
the Municipality of Vrapchishte
for: sewerage and stormwater
drainage, water supply, water
tanks, regulation of
watercourse major projects for
primary education facilities for
local government.

0302‐382‐2
‐26.01.201
6

03‐260/2‐0
5.02.2016

Annual program for urban plans
for 2016 budget progr.F1, prov.
funds in the Public Procurement
plan, according to an approved
program of the Council of
Vrapchihste of the urban plans
for 2016. The procedure is in
progress and not yet concluded
agreements with the most
favorable bidder.

Ministry of Environment and
physical planning‐ financing the
construction of filetr station for
drinking water Zubovce Gala
and Vrapciste

0302‐382‐3
‐26.01.201
6

Kanal Plus TV “ Personnel
stuffed in the kindergarten in
Shtip” 13.01.2016

0302‐350‐2
0.01.2016

12‐823/3‐2
7.01.2016

The Municipality of Shtip is not
the holder of the
information‐resend to the
PCI”Vera Ciriviri‐Trena”.

Electronic newsletter of the
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Note (remark)

Municipality of
Shtip‐Commission of status and
regulation with the Decision for
Granting consent for the
Rulebook of organization and
systematization of PCI "Vera
Ciriviri Trena" (kindergarten)
30.01.2015 Kurir ‐web site
”Great interest for the debate
of the project for young people
of UTF in Shtip”

0302‐406‐2
‐02.02.201
6

12‐11472‐0
4.02.2016

:A request for using the Great
Hall of Municipality of Shtip by
Dragan Janev‐the President of
the UYF of VMRO‐DPMNE of
Shtip, Council’s approval
decision, payment impost for
using the place

Construction of the sewerage
drainage in the village of
Lisiche, Municipality of Chashka

0302‐375‐2
5.01.2016

17‐127/2‐0
8.02.2016

Local action plan of the
Municipality approved by the
Municipality Council with the
decision
no.07‐1449/3‐18.08.2019, in
accordance with the Strategic
plan for local ecological
development of the MC with the
decision
no.07/2030/7‐26.12.2016, in
accordance with the PPP of the
Ministry of transport and
communications, without
Council’s decision and the
payment is by the MTC .

21.01.2016‐ Renovation of the
ground floor of the monument
in Municipality of Struga

0302‐366‐2
5.01.2016

03‐367/3‐0
5.02.2016

Decision of the MC of the
Municipality of Struga
no.07‐1555/20 ‐ 30.04.2014,PPP
decision no.13‐55 ‐ 02.11.2015,
with the budget of
2.000.000,00MKD+VAT provided
by the Municipality of Struga
and the Contract between the
Municipality and the
Construction company DOOEL
Tim Petrol 991 from the village
of Veleshta.

Official Facebook page of the
Municipality of Struga‐an
announcement of the
reconstruction of the street

0302‐413‐1
‐05.02.201
6

03‐500/2‐1
1.02.2016

Program for construction,
reconstruction and
rehabilitation, maintenance and
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“Boro Hadzievski‐Pute”.

protection of local roads in
Ohrid and Struga, a decision of
Municipality Council of Struga
no.07‐4785 / 14‐30.12.2016,
budget funds from the
municipality of Struga in the
amount of 1,361,713.30MKD +
VAT Contract
no.13‐61‐12.01.2016

Announcement of the web
page of the Municipality of
Ohrid ‐12.01.2016” Public
announcement for financing
the programs and projects of
public interest for the
Municipality of for 2016”

0302‐367‐2
5.1.2016

05‐751/3‐2
9.01.2016

Department of financial
affairs‐Program A0‐Council of
the Municipality of Ohrid and
k4‐Cultural events and creative
work

Announcement of the FB page
of the Municipality of Struga ‐
01.02.2016‐ Construction of the
road Kalishta – Radolishta

0302‐413‐2
‐05.02.201
5

03‐501/2‐1
1.02.2016

Part of the project of the ASARD
of the Republic of Macedonia
with the MC decision
no.07‐2692/9‐13.07.2016 and
decision of consent for tender of
PPP with the Contract no.
.13‐42 од 14.01.2016

Local media announcement
”New intelligent traffic signs in
Bitola” “

0301‐396‐2
8.10.2016

41‐22/09‐0
4.02.2016

Project financed by the budget
of the Municipality of Bitola
www.bitola.gov.mk, according
the PPP available on
www.e‐nabavki.gov.mk

Electronic system for public
procurement announced‐Call
for simplified competitive bids
no.24‐173‐2015‐13.01.2016 ‐
"Purchase of posters for
promotional material for the
municipality of Bitola."

0302‐347‐2
0.01.2016

41‐6/4‐02.0
2.2016

Call for simplified competitive
bids for "Purchase of posters for
promotional material for the
municipality of Bitola" is still in
the evaluation phase.

Continue to submit
data, after the
evaluation period.

Electronic system for public
procurement announced‐Call
for simplified competitive bids
no.24‐215‐2015‐13.01.2016„Ge
odetic service for the purposes
of Municipality of Bitola”.

0302‐349‐2
0.01.2016

41‐7/4‐02.0
2.2014

The call is open till 02.02.2016;
therefore further data cannot be
obtained.

Continue to submit
data after the end
of the
announcement.

An announcement of the
official Facebook page of the

0302‐368‐2

03‐333/2‐0

The Council of the Municipality
of Bosilovo held a Session on
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Not listed the value
of the Contract
with the Company
TIim Petrol dooel
991 from Veleshta

Municipality of Bosilovo ”Water
supply connection in the village
of Drvosh”.

5.01.2016

4.02.2016

21.08.2015 with a decision on
taking over the water supply in
the village of Dervosh by
meeting of the citizens‐the
users, and signs the Contract
between them and the service
provider PCE Ograzhden from
Bosilovo. The reconstruction is
at the expense of the enterprise
and the montage shall be
without remuneration. The
Budget for the Development
program for construction of the
water supply in 2016 is foreseen,
but in this moment without any
transactions.

Announcement on the
Facebook page of the
Municipality of Aerodorom for
tender” Reconstruction of the
street Gorgji Krapchev”.

0302‐394‐3
‐28.01.201
6

03/695‐1‐0
1.02.2016

Reconstruction is foreseen
according the PPP for
2016(decision of the CM
Aerodrom published in the
Official Gazette 18/2015 and it is
expected to start jan./feb. 2016.
The expenditure is foreseen in
the program J6,sub‐item 424320
of the Budget of the
Municipality of Aerodrom for
2016 with reported obligation to
the Ministry of Finance. All the
information is available on
www.aerodrom.gov.mk/sluzhbe
n‐glasnik;

Announcement of the official
web site of the Municipality of
Center” The credit foreseen for
the parking garage, the
Municipality of Center will
reallocate for construction of
the new elementary school”.

0302‐346‐1
8.01.2016

Одоговор
по e‐mail:
11‐202/2

The construction is foreseen by
the Program for development
for construction of the
elementary school in the district
of Kapishtec‐part of the midterm
plan and program for
development of the period of
2016/17 adapted by the Council
of the Municipality of Center on
the 47‐th Session on
13.11.2015

Announcement on the official
web site of the MTC: The

0302‐306‐2

МТВ:

MTC is not the holder of the
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PENR:

reconstruction of the 2 regional
roads, Melnichki Most‐Centar
Zhupa and Boshkov Most‐Debar
has begun”.

1.12.2015

32‐18386/3
‐31.12.201
5

information, the letter was
resend to the Public enterprise
for National roads (PENR).

Announcement of the official
site of the Government of the
Republic of
Macedonia‐17.12.2016„
Agro‐business forum “The
access to the capital –a
fundament of the investments
in the agriculture”.

0302‐304‐2
1.12.2015

MAFW‐02‐
77/4‐26.01.
2016

The project is based on the
‐National strategy of the
agriculture and the rural
development‐ greater utilization
of the IPARD 2 funds for creating
the warranty fund or bank
warranty in the Agriculture and
the Rural development in
accordance with the article
98‐b”Co‐financing of the bank
warranty‐The Law of the
Agriculture and rural
development (ARD)” in the
program of the financial support
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09‐54/2‐27.01.2016
‐The reconstruction
of the roads has
been conducted
according to the
cost‐benefit
feasibility study by
the Consultant
approved by the
World Bank in
accordance with
the Program of the
Republic of
Macedonia with
the loan of the
World bank
foreseen in the
annual program of
the PENR with the
financial realization
with the loan from
the World Bank.
Thus far, the
advanced invoices
were payed were
on the Melnichki
Most‐Centar Zhupa
on 09.12.2016 and
for the Boshkov
Most‐Debar on
03.11.2015.

for the rural development in
2015.
The announcement on the
official web site of the
Government of the republic of
Macedonia : ” Cvetkov: From
next year, subventions of the
rates of the IPARD credits”.

0302‐305‐2
1.12.2015

Announcement on the official
web site on ISAR‐О
‐13.01.2016„The Contract for
the City Market has been
signed” .

0302‐341‐1
8.01.2016

The announcement of the
official site of the Municipality
of Veles‐ 12.02.2016„The
equipment of the automatic
chlorination of water has been
put into use”.

0302‐459‐1
5.02.2016

МAFW:02‐
76/3‐25.01.
2016

According the national strategy
for the ARD 2014/2020 part 2.1.
Strategic goals for the
development of the farmers and
greater utilization through
providing the service of the
credits. The subventions are in
accordance with the article of
the Law for ARD 98‐ solely for
the investments financed by the
instrument of pre‐accessible aid
for ARD by EU(IPARD) and the
same are not higher than
500.00ЕUR ,foreseen in the
program for financing the rural
development in 2015.
The Contract for the City Market
is based o the Program work for
the iSAR in Shtip for
2016,no.07‐8949/1‐25.12.2015
by the Council of the
Municipality of Shtip with a
decision for modification of
the public procurement by the
Executive board of the Council
on 31.01.2015 no.02/217‐4.The
value of the Contract is
6.800,00MKD

03‐373/2‐1
7.2.2016
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The decision for public
procurement for the equipment
for chlorination of the water
foreseen in the item I.38‐The
automation of the station for
gas chlorination of the water
supply system was adopted by
the Executive Board of the PEC
Derven with the company CmC
Ekokon DOOEL Skopje with
value 2.987.700,00 MKD no VAT
included.

The announcement of the
official site of the Municipality
of Prilep‐26.01.2016‐“Financial
support for the damaged
families.

0302‐434‐3
‐08.02.201
6

18‐15/4‐17.
02.2016

The contact person from the
Municipality has sent a letter
with a request of prolongation
of additional 10 days to provide
the information due the
enlarged number of subjects. .

Electronic system for public
procurement announced‐Call
for simplified competitive bids
no.2/2016 ,Municipality of
Prilep” Procurement of
transport services for the
people for the purposes of the
municipality”.

0302‐395‐2
8.01.2016

18‐13/4‐17.
02.2016

The contact person from the
Municipality has sent a letter
with a request of prolongation
of additional 10 days to provide
the information due the
enlarged number of subjects

The announcement of the
official web site of the
Municipality of Prilep “Cleared
channel on Dabnichka river”.

0302‐348‐2
9.01.2016

18‐10/04‐1
7.02.2016

The contact person from the
Municipality have sent a letter
with a request of prolongation
of additional 10 days to
provide the information due the
enlarged number of subjects

RAPI (Request to access the
public information)‐the data of
the last quarter of 2015

бр.0302‐35
1‐22 од
22.01.2016

12‐3012/2‐
18.02.2016

Delivered forms к1,к2,к3 of the
last quarter of 2015,employees
on a definite working hours
were not registered and 13
persons registered with a
temporary service agreement by
the Agency Employment .

RAPI (Request to access the
public information)‐the data of
the last quarter of 2015

0302‐251‐1
0‐22.01.20
16

12‐829/2‐1
9.02.2016

Delivered forms к1,к2,к3 of the
last quarter of 2015,total
number of employees is 165,
which of 29 have a temporary
service agreement.

The announcement of the
official web site of the
Municipality of Veles “ Put into
use the arbor for the persons
with the disabilities in the
Youth park” ‐02.02.206

0302‐428‐0
8.02.2016

03‐105/3‐2
2.02.2016

The project is supported by the
Development program of the
UN‐UNDP based on the project
for regional cooperation
between the municipalities
Veles, Kavadarci, Rosoman,
Chashka, and Gradsko in order
to provide care to vulnerable
groups. The Contract has been
signed on 13.08.2015 between
the Center for development in
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the Vardar region with the
contractor, Construction
company, services, wholesale
and retail ”Intergradba‐La‐Ace
export –import Veles with
value of 1.642.380,00 MKD no
VAT included.
Electronic system for public
procurement announced‐Call
for simplified competitive
bids‐21.01.2016‐ Mounting of
the stone plates” In Gostivar

0302‐383‐2
6.01.2016

11‐198/3‐2
2.02.2016

The Construction is according
the Annual plan for construction
and reconstruction of the local
roads and streets, the financial
realization is in progress without
decision of the Council of the
municipality.

Electronic system for public
procurement announced‐Call
for simplified competitive
bids‐22.01.2016‐„Technical
supervision of the Mounting of
the stone plates ( architectural
services, integrated engineer
services, urban planning and
engineering services for land
arrangement, integrated
scientific and technical
consulting services, services for
technical examinations and
analyze”‐in Gostivar

0302‐400‐3
‐01.02.201
6

11‐250/4‐2
2.02.2016

The supervision is in accordance
with the Annual plan for
supervision of the work, budget
program 425‐980‐, technical
supervision during work and the
financial realization is in
progress without decision of the
Council of the municipality.

Request letter to Municipality
of Kochani for designation a
contact person for the project

0302‐331‐1
4‐13.01.20
16

05‐173/2‐1
4‐12.02.20
16

The contact person in the
Municipality of Kochani has
been designated

„ Awarding prizes for the best
decorated yard "‐ the official
announcement by the
Municipality of Bitola

0302‐434‐1
‐08.02.201
6

41‐27/4‐18.
02.2016

Responsible persons from Bitola
redirected us to the official site
of Bitola www.bitola.gov.mk
where cannot be found an
information about the on the
financial amount of rewards and
decision by the Council of the
Municipality of Bitola, whether it
is provided in the budget and
under which Strategy the same
is.

Announcement of the local
media and on the official

0302‐380‐1
‐26.01.201

03‐916/4‐2
2.02.2016‐
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From Municipality of Tetovo we
have received only the decision

The Centre for
Development of

website of the municipality of
Tetovo "Investment and
modernization of the Centre for
development of Polog region"

6‐letter to
Municipalit
y of Tetovo

Од
општина
Тетово

0302‐400‐4
‐01.02.201
6 to Centre
for
developme
nt of Polog
region"

09‐13/2‐24.
02.2016‐ЦР
ППР
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for co‐financing the project of
the Centre for development of
Polog planning region "Internal
facility reconstruction for the
needs of the Center for
development of Polog region
and achieving the energy
efficiency" ‐ 29.01..2016. For the
other matters the Centre for
Development of Polog planning
region is in charge.

Polog gave a
response ‐ the
project is part of
the program for
development of
Polog planning
region 2015‐2019
mid‐term support
and development
of
entrepreneurship,
competitiveness
and innovation of
small, medium and
large enterprises
and the Annual
Action Plan
development
program. The
centers have a
special budget
program "00" the
finance has been
made under the
Annual Action Plan
in accordance with
the Annual
Procurement Plan
for 2016 in the
framework of the
project "Innovative
solutions for better
access to services
at local level,
establishing Activity
business support
center and
consultant services
for small and
medium
enterprises in the
Polog region
"‐financed by the
development
program of UN. The
payment will be

done through the
Treasury, the
special decision of
the Council was not
needed, it is
accepted as the
activity of the
action plans and
still has not been
signed the
agreement on it.

Abbr. MC‐Municipality Council
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7. WEEKLY REPORTS

Content: 4 (four weekly reports)
Period: 29.01.2016 – 26.02.2016
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In the last days of January 2016 and in the first week of February 2016 the activities of
the monitoring of the budget and the political parties expenditures in the political
advertising have continued. The monitors divided in regions and the teams of TIM and
CEA have noticed the continuous activities of the political parties.
VMRO‐DPMNE continued the promotion of the governmental projects “Buy a
house‐buy an apartment” and “Buy a house for young people”, also the
project ”Macedonia needs your idea” and the opening of the new public object of
general interest foreseen in their political program. Our teams have noticed that for the
purpose of the party and their self‐promotion the members of VMRO‐DPMNE are using
the public vehicles. Our teams will follow up the events with a request to the relevant
institutions regarding the expenditures.

VMRO DPMNE

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Field activities
In the Municipality of Bosilovo the vice president Vladimir Peshevski had a
meeting with the 200 citizens (29.01.2016).
The president of the republic of Macedonia Gjorgje Ivanov was in Tetovo
celebrating the holiday St.Atanasij with the members of the VMRO‐DPMNE party
from RD in Tetovo (31.01.2016).
33 offices were opened in the municipalities around the country to inform the
people for the benefits of the project ”Buy an apartment‐buy a house” and “Buy
a house for young people”(31.01.2016).
The president of the party VMRO‐DPMNE Nikola Gruevski visited Municipality of
Ilinden to promote the project “Buy a house for young people” and
Municipality Miladinovci on the opening of the new ambulance in
Miladinovci(03.02.2016).
VMRO‐DPMNE continued with the promotion of the new project for the young
people”Macedonia needs your idea” around the country (ex. A stall in front of
Capitol Mall in the municipality of Aerdorom with a promotional flyers , a
promotion in the Culture house Trajko Prpokopiev ) (31.01.2016)
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The president of VMRO DPMNE on the opening of the new ambulance in Miladinovci
with the Minister of Health Nikola Todorov

SDSM continued their promotion mainly with the debates among the citizens. Our teams
have noticed that mainly their activities are held in working days, with their own vehicles,
usually in open areas or in catering facilities (restaurants, coffee‐bars). We will follow up
their expenditures regarding the mini stage, lightening, flyers and the security services
(the meeting with the citizens in Shtip).
SDSM
1. Frosina Remenski the technical minister of labor and social politics had a
meeting with a group of people in several municipalities of
Macedonia:Debar( 30.01.2016) and few municipalities around Skopje: Pintija,
Drachevo and Kisela Voda(02.02.2016).
2. Kire Naumov the chairman of the Finance Committee of SDSM and additional
deputy finance minister had a meetings with the citizens around Macedonia:
Kumanovo, Sveti Nikole (01.02.2016).
3. Several members of the party SDSM including Oliver Spasovski, the Minister
of Interior, visited the Pelagonian region (Demir Hisar,Novaci 30.01.2016)
4. A protest meeting has been held by the members of the SDSM in Bitola due
the Announcement for selling the Officer’s Home by the Municipality of Bitola,
with a stage in the center of the city, promotional materials etc (03.02.2016).
5. The president of SDSM, Zoran Zaev had a meeting with the citizens in Shtip
02.02.2016
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The president of SDSM in a meeting with the citizens in Shtip 02.02.2016

DPA
1. Working lunch with the President of DPA Menduh Thaci and the EU Ambassador
to Macedonia, Orav. The meeting discussed the current political situation in
Macedonia and the region (04.02.2016)
DUI
1. DUI leader Ali Ahmeti said that postponing the elections on April 24 will lead to
many tensions and divisions (30.01.2016).
2. Minister of Education and Science Mr. Abdilaqim Ademi, Minister of Economy,
Mr. Bekim Neziri, Minister of Local Government Mr. Lirim Shabani and former
Mayor of Struga, Mr. Ramiz Merko, visited the elementary school "Murat
Labunishta" in Labuniste village, Municipality of Struga, where ongoing
reconstruction of old and dilapidated windows. This is the investment of the
Ministry of Education in the amount of 100,000 euros. Ademi said this is not the
only investment for this township, because a few days will start the construction
of the sports hall, an investment worth about 41 million financed by the
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Government of Macedonia ( 31.01.2016).
3. The General Council of DUI held a meeting in which were adopted nineteen (19)
conclusions to overcome the political crisis (31.01.2016).
4. Working lunch on DUI leader Ali Ahmeti State Secretary at the German Ministry
of Foreign Affairs Michael Roth and German Ambassador to Macedonia Kristen
Althauzer(02.02.2016)
5. The head of the central headquarters of DUI Bekim Neziri, Minister of Education
and Science Abdulakim Ademi and Minister of Local Government Lirim Shabani
attended the opening of the headquarters of DUI in the Municipality
Vrapciste(02.02.2016).

Other political parties
1. In the Cinema "Kozjak" in Kumanovo has been organized a meeting with a slogan
"Alliance of Albanians" This forum was organized by the youth of the CP DPA and
NDP. On the debate attended the presidents of CP DPA Zejadin Sela and
president of NDP Vesel Memeti. The forum was attended by 350‐400 people
from Kumanovo and Lipkovo (29.01.2016)
2. In Gostivar, had been established branch of UNITETI and for the President of the
branch is elected Prof. Mujeser Ilazi (31.01.2016).
3. A meeting was held between the President of the Movement BESA, Bilali Kasami
and PDP President Nexhat Bexheti(01.02.2016).
4. The Alliance of Albanians announced that DPA President of the Movement for
Reform Zijadin Sela and the President NDP Vesel Memedi, will visit the Albanian
diaspora in Germany and Austria (01.02.2016).
The general conclusion of our teams is that in this period we have noticed more activities
regarding the meetings, the promotion of the program of the parties or
criticizing/complimenting the actual situation. Our teams will follow up all the events
where the expenditures are obvious or we suspected the same.
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Paid political advertising‐SDSM

Facebook ‐ 03.02.2016

Facebook ‐ 05.02.2016
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In the second week of February 2016 there was noticeable increasing in the of the
political parties activities through the country. The party members had numerous field
activities, press‐releases and media statements. Transparency International Macedonia
with the local partners has remarked the following actions:
1. Our teams have noticed the continuous activity of:
 Increased party activity (members meetings, debates). Dui organized 5
activities
 Activity of the small parties
 Continuous promotion of the Government projects in municipality premises
 Opening of regional headquarters (SDSM)
 Disseminating of the promotional activities
2. On 11.01.2016 Memorandum of cooperation was signed between the
organizations that conduct monitoring activities in the current pre‐electoral and
electoral process. Signatories of the Memorandum for cooperation were chairs
and representatives of the following CSO’s: Transparency International
Macedonia, MOST‐civil association, The Communication Studies Institute, CEA
and the CIVIL‐Freedom center. In this occasion the organizations announced their
decision to coordinate their activities and to exchange information to the highest
possible extend in order to achieve higher level of transparency and
accountability by all stakeholders participating in the pre‐election campaigns and
active in preparations for participating in the elections.
3. TI Macedonia and CEA provided training for the CSO’s members of the “Platform
to fight the corruption” on the topic “MONITORING OF THE PREELCTORAL AND
ELECTORAL BUDGET EXPENDITURES AND POLITICAL FINANCING.” This is an
additional activity dedicated to further extending CSO capacities in this area. The
training took a place in the Hotel Arka, on 10.02.2016, organized by the MCIC.
4. Our teams will follow up all the activities with letters request by the relevant
institutions in order to provide information for possible budget expenditures.
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VMRO‐DPMNE
06.02.2016 Mayor of Bitola Vladimir Talevski expressed the gratitude for the president of
VMRO‐DPMNE Nikola Gruevski for his commitment in the decision of reconstruction about the
Officer’s Home in Bitola (project of 2milions EUR).
06.02.2016 UMS VMRO‐DPMNE handed flyers in Shtip.
08.02.2016 Debate with the Society of pensioners with the parliament member Slagjana
Mitovska and the mayor Arsencho Aleksovski with the promotion of the government project
”Buy a house for young people” determining the land parcels, following the confirmed
recommendation of the Third session of the Government of the Republic of Macedonia, held on
26 of January 2016.
10.02.2016 UW form Ohrid had 2 party meetings.
10.02.2016 The IT commission in Prilep, in the City Library had a projection of the project:
“E‐Macedonia“
Press
09.02.2016 press‐conference of VMRO DPMNE broadcasted on the regional tv channel IRIS,
http://iris.mk/index.php/vesti/14061‐‐15‐2014),
TV Star (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWDIEX5SbKc)
and TV Channel Plus (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFnej8u6jN8)
10.02.2016 The Mayor of the Municipality Novaci, Lazar Kotevski had a press conference
reporting the activities in 2015 and announcing the new government project “New tract
housing”.
Other activity
06.02.2016 UMS promoted the web page www.makedonijazamladite.mk with 20 projects for
young people, promoted by Nikola Gruevski.
07.02.2016 UMS Veles promoted new youth measures in stall in the center of the city with
flyers.
11.02. 2016 UMS in Kumanovo organized a Blood donation campaign in the former committee
space.
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SDSM
06.02.2016 president of SDSM Zoran Zaev had a meeting in the coffee bar in Strumica with 30
young people.
09.02.2016 Minister of Interior Oliver Spasovski
Tetovo by the MI Oliver Spaosvski.

visit of the police stations in Gostivar and

11.02.2016 Ljupcho Naumovski has visited Makedonski Brod where he had a citizens meeting.
12.02.2016 opening of the regional center of SDSM in presence of the vice president Damjan
Manchevski in Bitola.

Press
06.02.2016 Press conference of the SDSM regarding the Officer’s House affair in Bitola.
08.02.2016 press conference of SDSM Shtip broadcasted
(http://iris.mk/index.php/vesti/14051‐‐15‐2014)
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A44MxS3ua6s)
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ti9Tn1ItysA)
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on local TV stations

DUI
05.02.2016 in the youth council in Gostivar the mayor Nevzat Bejta had delivered 16 employees
decisions contracts to the teachers from primary schools.
06.02. 2016 in the Culture center in Tetovo, DUI has a promotion of the project “Zaedno
ostvaruvame”.
07.02.2016 In Gostivar DUI organized a meeting with the members of the leadership of the
branch, the committees, women’s forum etc.
08.02. 2016 in the cinema hall of the shopping mall City Center, was held a citizen’s meeting of
the members of the regional committee of DUI in Gostivar.
12.02.2016 DUI had a meeting with the citizens in the Culture House “Brakja Miladinovci” in
Struga promoting the project ”Zaedno ostvaruvame”.

BESA
06.02.2016 A party meeting held in coffee bar in Kumanovo where two party branches with
additional leaders were formed.

GROM
11.01.2016 The deputy minister of local government Ljupche Prendzov had a meeting with the
Mayor of municipality of Veles, Slacho Chadiev.
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SDSM –paid political advertisement on Facebook
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The third week of February has brought numerous activities concerning the political
marketing of the political parties. Namely, Transparency International Macedonia with
the local partners noticed the following actions:
 Increased party activity (members meetings, debates);
 Noticeable activities of the smaller political parties;
 Continuous promotion of the Government projects, equating the
Government activities with the party activities by promoting the new
projects in education, new projects for young people, opening of the new
employment projects, new project for the enterprises, new projects in
the health care.
 Online activities become a places for promotional campaign and increased
payed, numerous, non authentic profiles on the social media.
 Payed advertising campaign on social media (Facebook) continues.
 Promoting the Government project on the political party web sites.
 Our teams will continue with the follow up all the activities with letters
request by the relevant institutions in order to provide information for
possible budget expenditures.
VMRO‐DPMNE
13.02.2016 President of VMRO‐DPMNE Nikola Gruevski in the Museum of the
Macedonian battle for independence has promoted seven new projects for young
people.
16.02.2016 Deputy Minister of labor and social politics Dime Spasov was present on the
opening of the new kindergarten in the village of Peshtani. The funds are provided by
the local government, the Ministry of labor and social politics, the Bulgarian Embassy.
The Employment Agency has announced grants (600.000 MKD) to stimulate the opening
of the 10 private kindergartens.
17.02.2016 New dispersed office of The Employment Agency has been opened in
Chashka in the actual Civil Center.
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18.02.2016 The Minister of Health Nikola Todorov and the Deputy Minister of Health
Jovica Andonov (member of the Socialist party) in the hospital in Veles have promoted
the new medical equipment.
18.02.2016 The President of VMRO –DPMNE in Cinemathѐque of Macedonia has
promoted the new projects for young people.

Other activities:
15.02.2016 The Women Association of the VMRO‐DPMNE in Tetovo has held a debate
on the subject” The Cancer and its prevention”.
18.02.2016 The Women Association of the VMRO‐DPMNE in Kumanovo have held a
debate on the subject” The Cancer and its prevention (We can, I can)”.
Press:
18.02.2016 In the TV Show “Stav” on K plus TV, the director of the Employment Agency
was presenting the activities of the new employment projects (55min.).
SDSM
12.02.2016‐19.02.2016 SDSM in Bitola, in this period have opened the regional
headquarters in Klanica and Bela Cheshma.
13.02.2016 The Minister of labor and social politics Frosina Remenski in the Army House
in Strumica held a meeting with the representatives of the NGO.
15.02.2016 The Vice president of SDSM Damjan Manchevski had a meeting with the
citizens of the municipality of Chashka.
17.02. 2016 Members of the central presidency of SDSM Pece Mirchevski and Darko
Davidovski had meetings with the citizens from the villages of Chelopek, Miletino and
Brvenica.
18/02/2016 The Deputy Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management‐Ljupcho
Nikolovski had a meeting with the citizens of the village of Sopishte, Kisela Voda.
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Press:
12.02.2016 Press release of SDSM Bitola due the visit of the Vice President of the party
Damjan Manchevski.
16.02.2016 The President of “The partners for Democratic Macedonia” Stevo
Pendarovski was a guest on the news on the local TV Miki in Ohrid.

Other activities
12.02.2016 Young people from the local club of SDSM Aerodrom and SDSM Gazi Baba
have organized a humanitarian event.

GROM
14.02.2016 The President of the party Stevcho Jakimovski in the TC Leptokarija has
celebrated the holiday St.Triphun with the young people of his party with free drinks
and Valentine cards.
DUI
Field activities:
12.02.2016 The Youth forum of DUI in Lisec, Takje and Selce in the Municipality of
Tetovo has membership meeting concerning the election process.
14.02.2016 A Session of the Women Forum has been held in Tetovo.
16.02.2016 Political party DUI has opened a new headquarter in Zhelino and Bogovinje.
Other political parties
13.02.2016 Members of the Albanian alliance has organized a debate in Negotino, the
municipality of Vrapchishte, with the president Zijadin Sela.
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15.02.2016 Members of BESA movement in Mala Rechica held a meeting with the
citizens.
16.02.2016 The President of NDP, Vesell Memedi was guest in the TV Show Mejdani on
the Koha TV.
17.02.2016 The President of the Reform movement, Zijadin Sela with the Vice president
Agon Ferati and the President of DPA‐DR in Tetovo, Arif Selami has held two meetings in
the villages of Shipkovica and Lisec.
18.02.2016 Members of BESA have had a meeting with the citizens of the village
Nerashte, the Municipality of Tearce, presenting the program named “Redefining”.
12.02.2016‐19.02.2016 The Serbian Party in Kumanovo has opened a headquarter on
the street” October Revolution”.
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Paid political advertising on Facebook

Facebook ‐ 17.02.2016

Facebook ‐ 18.02.2016
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Facebook ‐ 19.02.2016
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The fourth week of February has brought numerous activities concerning the political
marketing of the political parties. Transparency International Macedonia with the local
partners noticed the following activities:
•

Increased party activity of SDSM (members meetings, debates, visit of other towns
and villages);

•

Noticeable activities of the Albanian political parties DUI and DPA‐reform
movement and on the smaller Albanian parties (meetings with citizens,
press‐releases);

•

Continuous promotion of the Government projects, equating the Government
activities with the party activities by promoting the new projects in education,
new projects for young people, new projects in the health care.

•

Online activities has continued to be a places for promotional campaign of the
political parties.

•

Payed advertising campaign on social media (Facebook) continues.

•

Our teams will continue with the follow up all the activities with letters request by
the relevant institutions in order to provide information for possible budget
expenditures.

VMRO‐DPMNE
19.02.2016 –UMS of VMRO‐DPMNE has presented the new Government measures for
young people, announced by the president of the party Nikola Gruevski.
19.02.2016 The Mayor of the Municipality of Veles Slavcho Chadiev, in the press hall of
the Municipality of Veles has organized three separate meetings with the caterers,
pensioners and the presidents of local and urban communities.
21.02.2016 Members of UMS of VMRO‐DPMNE in Veles, handed out cards with
messages on the occasion of the Day of Mother Language, across multiple locales in the
city.
21.02.2016 18 socially vulnerable families from Resen have received public housing. The
Mayor of Resen has launched new beaches in Stenje, Slivnica and Pretor and the new
regional way Ljubojno‐Brajcino.
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SDSM
20.02.2016 Stevo Pendarovski, accompanied by the chairman of the Commission for
Information Society and Administration, Cvetanka Ivanova, were among the citizens of
Demir Kapija.
20.02.2016 General Secretary of SDSM and Interior Minister Oliver Spasovski,
accompanied by the President of the municipal organization of SDSM Studenicani and
several activists were among the peasants in Elovo.
21.02.2016 General Secretary of SDSM and Interior Minister Oliver Spasovski,
accompanied by Cvetanka Ivanova, president of the Committee for Information
Technology were among the citizens of Berovo.
22.02.2016, The president of the Finance Committee and additional deputy finance
minister
Kire Naumov and President of the Committee on Transport and
Communications Blagojce Bočvarski have visiting citizens from Chiflik, Cheshinovo and
Obleshevo.
23.02.2016 Additional Deputy Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management
Ljupco Nikolovski today was among residents of Studenichani Batinci and Dolno
Kolichani.
24.02.2016 Vice President of SDSM and additional Deputy Minister of Information
Society and Administration Alexander Kiracovski was between the citizens of Mlado
Nagoricane and Staro Nagoricane.
25.02.2016 SDSM leader Zoran Zaev, was among the citizens of Shtip and Kocani. The
meetings were broadcasted on regional television: Television Star and Channel 8.
28.02.2016 SDSM Secretary General Oliver Spasovski has visited several locations
around Tetovo.
DUI
20.02.2016 Commemorating the anniversary of the start of the conflict in Tanushevci in
2001, in Topansko Pole was unveiled a monument with a double‐headed eagle.
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20.02.2016 An Election Assembly of the Youth Forum of DUI has been held in Slatino,
Tearce.
20.02.2016 An Election Assembly of the Youth Forum of DUI has been held in
Neproshteno, Tearce.
21.02.2016 DUI held a big meeting in the sports hall in Gostivar, entitled "Together we
achieve." The meeting was attended by a great number of party members all over the
country, transported by buses and official and private vehicles. From Skopje were
noticed a large column of vehicles from Arachinovo until Saraj in the direction of
Gostivar. Bekim Neziri, announced the formation 462 election headquarters with over
15,000 activists of the party.
DPA –Reform movement
23.02.2016 Movement for Reform of DPA in Struga has held a meeting of the Forum of
Women. According the statements of the president of the Forum of Women of the
Movement for Reform Ardijana Ajrulai, in the past 72 hours, they managed to join more
than 400 women and girls.
BESA
20.02. 2016 the Movement BESA has opened several election headquarters in the
Palčište, Bogovinje.
28.02. 2016 The Forum of women of The Movement BESA had an Election Assembly in
Gostivar.
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Paid political advertising on Facebook

Facebook ‐ 24.02.2016

Facebook ‐ 24.02.2016
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8. REPORTS FOR THE MEDIA ( PRESS‐CONFERENCE)

Signing of the Memorandum of cooperation 11.02.2016
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